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Abstract  
In this paper, a method for routing fractal-like traffic in computer networks was proposed. This 

method uses the prediction of router load by analyzing the fractal dimension of network traffic 

to reduce the probability of packet loss. It takes into account the predicted router load as one 

of the metrics for determining the shortest packet transmission routes in a computer network. 

Additionally, a computer simulation model of a computer network based on complex network 

theory, Markov processes, and fractal time series was created. This computer simulation model 

allows the generation of a computer network structure and simulates traffic movement between 

network devices for testing routing algorithms. A series of experiments on the developed 

computer network model to determine the quality of the proposed routing method and compare 

it with other methods were conducted. During the analytical research and experiments, the 

impact of different fractal dimensions of traffic on the probability of packet loss and, 

consequently, on the quality of service at high traffic intensity was investigated.  And it also 

investigated whether the proposed routing method allows for the reduction of the number of 

lost network packets. Analyzing the results of the experiments, the following conclusions can 

be drawn. The fewest lost packets were when the process was random or had weakly expressed 

trends, which was modeled in the experiment by traffic with the fractal dimension equal to 1.5. 

Persistent and anti-persistent processes (those with memory) cause more packet loss for the 

same traffic intensity and the same maximum number of packets generated per device per unit 

of time. Moreover, the anti-persistent processes modeled in the experiment by traffic with the 

fractal dimension equal to 1.25 cause significantly greater losses than persistent processes 

modeled with the fractal dimension of 1.75. Also, the results of the experiments showed that 

the proposed traffic routing method allows for a significantly reduced number of lost packets 

compared to the existing method without prediction based on fractal traffic analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

The relevance of the research is due to the importance of ensuring the quality of service in computer 

networks, in particular, reducing the number of lost IP-packages at high values of traffic intensity, which 

will significantly improve the quality of service at peak loads on the network [1, 2]. Determining the 

route of transmission of traffic packets is a complex process and is based on various metrics or 

combinations of metrics. If the process of routing takes place in a dynamic mode, the complexity of 
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route determining increases, in this case, one of the tools for researching and comparing various routing 

algorithms can be a computer simulation model of a computer network [3-5].   

The paper research the basic principles of traffic routing in computer networks. It was revealed that 

existing methods of traffic routing can be improved based on the use of predicting the load of routers 

[6-9].  Also, the research showed that computer traffic has fractal properties [10-12], which can be used 

in the development of methods for predicting the load of network devices. 

A computer model of a computer network for testing traffic marching algorithms has been 

developed. To generate the structure of a computer network, a method based on the theory of complex 

networks has been developed. Markov processes and fractal time series were used to generate traffic.  

An improved traffic routing method was also proposed, using router load prediction based on fractal 

analysis to reduce the likelihood of losing network packets. On the developed computer simulation 

model of a computer network, a series of experiments were conducted to determine the quality of work 

of a developed method of routing fractal-like traffic.   

1.1. Related works and problem statement 

Network traffic has fractal properties and can be modeled using fractal time series [13]. The 

generation of traffic to reproduce its fractal properties [14, 15] can be based on the theory of Markov 

processes [16, 17], which is often used to model the traffic of various mass service systems [18-20] and 

will be useful for creating high-quality models of computer networks and testing their work methods. 

Another possible application of the analysis and synthesis of fractal traffic can be the detection of 

information attacks in computer [21-23] and social networks [24] because mathematical and computer 

models of networks and network traffic are also widely used for development and testing of methods 

of attack detection [25-27]. 

A structure of computer networks is often modeled using complex networks – stochastic networks 

with non-trivial topology, differing from classical stochastic networks by their properties [5, 28]. Most 

real networks – complex ones, for example, computer, transport, and social networks are complex. 

Complex networks have the following basic properties [5, 29, 30]: scalelessness, the small diameter of 

a network, in high clustering coefficient and high transitivity coefficient, giant connected component.  

(i.e, more than 80% of nodes are interconnected, in our model of a computer network, complete 

connectivity is necessary), there are hierarchical connections, there are complex cluster formations 

(cliques, clans, etc.), assortativity (an emergence of connections between vertices that are somehow 

similar to each other, in the narrow sense – a emergence of connections between vertices with a large 

number of connections). 

Routing is the process of determining the optimal route for information to pass through computer 

networks [31, 32]. Each router makes a decision on the direction of packet forwarding based on a 

routing table. The routing table contains a set of rules, with each rule describing the gateway or interface 

used by the router to access a particular network. Routes can be configured administratively (static 

routes) or computed using routing algorithms based on information about network topology and state 

obtained through routing protocols (dynamic routes). A routing protocol is a network protocol used by 

routers to determine possible routes for data transmission in a complex large computer network [31, 

32]. Routing protocols are divided into two types depending on the types of algorithms they are based 

on [31, 32]: distance vector protocols and link state protocols. Examples of distance vector protocols 

include Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), Border 

Gateway Protocol (BGP), and Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV). Examples of link state 

protocols include (Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS), Open Shortest Path First 

(OSPF), NetWare Link-Services Protocol (NLSP), Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP), Optimized 

Link-State Routing (OLSR), Topology broadcast based on reverse-path forwarding (TBRPF). Distance 

vector protocol algorithms (also known as Belman-Ford algorithms) require each router to forward all 

or part of its routing table, but only to its neighbors. Distance vector algorithms work well only in small 

networks. In large networks, they clog communication lines with intensive service periodic traffic. In 

large networks, channel state algorithms are used. They send only small adjustments to all network 

nodes and do not clog communication channels with service messages. Metrics used in routing 

algorithms to find the shortest path to forward an IP-packet: route length, reliability, delay, bandwidth, 



load, and communication cost. 

The larger and more complex a computer network, the greater the demands placed on routing 

algorithms to ensure the required quality of service. Testing is important in researching, improving, and 

developing routing algorithms. To test routing algorithms, a computer network of a given complexity 

or a computer simulation model must be available. Both options have their pros and cons, but it can be 

confidently stated that a quality computer simulation model will significantly speed up the development 

process in the initial stages, and final experiments before practical implementation should be conducted 

on real computer networks. 

The goal of this work is to develop a method of routing fractal-like traffic with prediction of router 

load to reduce the probability of network packet loss and investigate the quality of proposed method in 

proposed computer simulation model of a computer network with a complex structure and fractal traffic. 

2. Development of a method of routing fractal-like traffic with the prediction 
of router load to reduce the probability of network packet loss 

2.1. Theoretical justification and essence of proposed method 

Research was conducted based on mathematical modeling of how the fractal dimension of traffic 

affects the probability of queue overflow in a router and network packet loss.  

A Markov chain, depicted in Fig. 1, was used to model binary fractal traffic. 
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Figure 1: А model of a generator for fractal-like traffic based on a Markov chain 

 

For a fractal binary traffic generator shown in Fig. 1, the fractal dimension by introduced metric M 

is expressed through a probabilities λ1 and λ2 of changing a current state to a opposite as follows [13]: 

𝑑(𝜆1, 𝜆2) = 2 +
𝜆2(1 − 𝜆1)ln(1 − 𝜆1) + 𝜆1(1 − 𝜆2)ln(1 − 𝜆2)

2𝜆1𝜆2
. (1) 

The flow of unit values takes values in the range [0; 1] and can be found as follows: 

𝜏 =
𝜆1

𝜆1 + 𝜆2
. (2) 

To simulate a real binary sequence of network packets, it is sufficient to estimate the probabilities 

λ1 and λ2. To simulate traffic through the flow value τ and fractal dimension d, it is necessary to find the 

probabilities λ1 and λ2, which are unknown. Therefore, the following problem is formulated: 

Given the fractal dimension d and the average flow of unit values τ. The input values are limited as 

follows: 𝑑 ∈ (1. .2), 𝜏 ∈ (0. .1). 
The probabilities λ1 and λ2 are sought, where 𝜆1, 𝜆2 ∈ (0. .1). 
Let's solve the formulated problem. 

From formula (2), we determine the probability of transition from "1" state to "0" state λ2 through 

another probability λ1: 

𝜆2 = 𝜆1
1 − 𝜏

𝜏
. (3) 

Thanks to this, equation (1) can be reduced by substitution (3) to an equation with one variable: 

𝑑 = 2 + (1 − 𝜆1)
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆1)

2𝜆1
+ (1 − 𝜆1 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆1 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

2𝜆1 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄
. (4) 



To simplify further notation, we assume that λ=λ1: 

𝑑 = 2 + (1 − 𝜆)
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆)

2𝜆
+ (1 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

2𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄
. (5) 

Equation (5) is nonlinear with respect to λ and has no analytical solutions. Therefore, to solve for λ, 

it is necessary to transform it to search for zeros: 

𝑓(𝜆) = 2 − 𝑑 + (1 − 𝜆)
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆)

2𝜆
+ (1 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

2𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄
, (6) 

and use one of the numerical methods for iterative approximation. The method of tangent lines is 

proposed to be used. The following algorithm is shown, where the superscript denotes the result of the 

current iteration: 

Stage 1. λ0 = 0.00001. 

Stage 2. λi+1 := λi – k f(λi)/f’(λi), where k ∈ (0..1] is a coefficient for improving the convergence of 

the method (the smaller the coefficient, the more stable the method, but it requires 1/k more iterations). 

Repeat step (2) until the desired accuracy is achieved, after which the sought-after values are calculated: 

Stage 3. λ1 = λ, λ2 = λ(1-τ)/τ. 

It is also possible to use other numerical methods. 

The small initial probability value corresponds to the region of stable solutions, where the method 

of tangent lines more often leads to a solution of the equation. 

The derivative for the expression from step (2) is calculated using the following expression: 

𝑓′(𝜆) = −
𝜆 + 𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆)

2𝜆2
−
𝜆 ⋅ (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ + 𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄ )

2𝜆2 (1 − 𝜏) 𝜏⁄
 (7) 

The obtained iterative process allows you to obtain parameters for traffic generation λ1 and λ2 from 

the fractal dimension d and the flow intensity of generation of ones τ. As a result of numerical simulation 

modeling, at different values of fractal dimension and input traffic intensity, the average queue length 

in the node device and the probability of queue overflow for 10 packets were obtained. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Аverage values of the queue length in a nodal device at different values of the fractal 
dimension and the intensity of input traffic, obtained as a result of numerical simulation 



 
 
Figure 3: Probability of queue overflow by 10 packets at different values of fractal dimension and input 
traffic intensity, obtained as a result of numerical simulation 

 

The empty areas correspond to inadmissible solutions when searching for the probabilities of state 

change of the generator λ1 and λ2. Accordingly, for the given d and τ, the generator is unable to produce 

a sequence with the specified characteristics, which is visualized by the region of admissible arguments 

(domain of definition), Fig. 4:    

 

 
 

Figure 4: Possible values of the flow intensity depend on a fixed value of one of the probabilities. 
That is, not all triples of 𝜏, 𝜆1, 𝜆2 ∈ (0. .1) are possible  



Let there be a probability of packet loss due to queue overflow p=f(τ, d). Let's find its approximation 

using the obtained tabular data (Fig. 3). We look for an approximation in the form of: 

𝑝𝑖 ≈ 𝑒
−𝑎(2−𝑑𝑖)

𝑛−𝑏(1−𝜏𝑖)
𝑛
, (8) 

where a, b are the sought coefficients, n is given.  

However, in this form, the method of least squares cannot be applied. Therefore, it is necessary to 

take the logarithm of both sides of the equation:  

𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖) ≈ −𝑎(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛 − 𝑏(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛, (9) 

The approximation error will be considered as the difference: 

𝛥𝑖
2 = (𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖) + 𝑎(2 − 𝑑𝑖)

𝑛 + 𝑏(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝑛)2,  (10) 

or: 

𝛥𝑖
2 = 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)

2 + 2𝑎𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛 + 2𝑏𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛 + 𝑎2(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

+ 2𝑎𝑏(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛 + 𝑏2(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛, 

(11) 

where used the power of 2 to enhance sensitivity to large deviations and to exclude situations of mutual 

compensation of positive and negative deviations. Then, the quality of the approximation can be 

determined as the sum of all square deviations, where a smaller value corresponds to a better 

approximation: 

∑𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖

=∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)
2

𝑖

+ 2𝑎∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑏∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

+

+𝑎2∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑎𝑏∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

+ 𝑏2∑(1− 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

.
 (12) 

To obtain an approximation, it is necessary to solve the problem of finding a and b such that: 

∑𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖

→
𝑎,𝑏
𝑚𝑖𝑛. (13) 

The approximation error function with respect to the variables a and b has derivatives equal to zero. 

With respect to n, the system will be nonlinear and will not have an analytical or unique solution. This 

makes it possible to construct the following system:  

{
 
 

 
 (∑𝛥𝑖

2

𝑖

) ′𝑎 = 0,

(∑𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖

) ′𝑏 = 0.

 (14) 

Let's find the partial derivatives: 

(∑𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖

) ′𝑎 = 2∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑎∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑏∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

, (15) 

(∑𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖

) ′𝑏 = 2∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑎∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑏∑(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

. (16) 

Then the system of equations will have the following form: 

{
 
 

 
 2∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑎∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑏∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

= 0,

2∑𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑎∑(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

+ 2𝑏∑(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

= 0.
 (17) 

Solution of the system yields the following result: 

𝑎 =
−∑ 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)

𝑛
𝑖 ∑ (1 − 𝜏𝑖)

2𝑛
𝑖 +∑ 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛
𝑖 ∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)

𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖

∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖 ∑ (1 − 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖 − (∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛
𝑖 )2

, (18) 

𝑏 =
−∑ 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛 ∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖𝑖 + ∑ 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖)(2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖 ∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛
𝑖

∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖 ∑ (1 − 𝜏𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖 − (∑ (2 − 𝑑𝑖)
𝑛(1 − 𝜏𝑖)

𝑛
𝑖 )2

. (19) 



On Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the sum of deviations 𝑆 = ∑ 𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖  on the exponent n. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Dependence of the sum of deviations 𝑆 = ∑ 𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖  on the exponent n. 
 

Due to the nonlinearity of the equations obtained with respect to n, a series of experiments were 

conducted with different values of the power exponent n. Based on the results, the following parameters 

were selected: 

n = 0,99, a = 6,6297, b = 11,1654, ∑ 𝛥𝑖
2

𝑖 = 1615,4651 (20) 

Finally, one can use the following approximation to determine the probability of losing network 

packets for a given known fractal dimension of traffic: 

𝑝(𝑑, 𝜏) ≈ 𝑒−6,6297(2−𝑑)
0,99−11,1654(1−𝜏)0,99, (21) 

where p is the probability of packet loss when transmitted over a separate channel, which depends on 

the traffic intensity τ and its fractal dimension d. 

Link State Protocol algorithms, also known as "first-priority shortest path" algorithms, are 

commonly based on Dijkstra's algorithm and use different metrics to determine the shortest path for 

forwarding network packets [31, 32, 34]. Their implementation involves the ability to collect statistics 

on traffic passing through a router, which enables traffic analysis and prediction. The ability to use 

different distance metrics and combine multiple metrics allows adding packet loss probability as a 

metric. 

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) protocol is a modern implementation of the link-state algorithm 

and has many features designed for use in large heterogeneous networks [35-39]. 

In OSPF, the process of building a routing table is divided into two main stages. In the first stage, 

each router builds a network topology graph, where a nodes of a graph are routers and IP networks, and 

a edges are a router interfaces. All routers exchange information about a network graph with their 

neighbors, which they have at that time. This process is similar to the process of spreading distance 

vectors to networks in RIP protocol, but information itself is qualitatively different – it is information 

about a network topology. Such messages are called router link advertisements. Moreover, during the 

transmission of topological information, routers do not modify it, as RIP routers do, but transmit it in 

an unchanged form. As a result of spreading topological information, all routers in a network have 

identical information about a network graph, which is stored in a topological database of each router. 



The second stage involves finding a optimal routes using the obtained graph. Each router considers 

itself the center of a network and seeks the optimal route to each network it knows. In each found route, 

only one step is remembered – to a next router according to the principle of single-step routing. This 

data about this step is entered into a routing table. Finding a optimal path on a graph is quite complex 

and time-consuming. OSPF protocol uses an iterative Dijkstra algorithm to solve it. If several routes 

have a same metric to a destination network, then the first steps of all these routes are recorded in the 

routing tables. 

After the initial routing table is built, it is necessary to track changes in a network and make 

adjustments to a routing table. To monitor a state of links and neighboring routers, OSPF routers send 

special short HELLO messages. If the network state does not change, OSPF routers do not make any 

adjustments to their routing tables and do not send link state advertisements to their neighbors. 

However, if a link state changes, a router sends a new advertisement that pertains only to that link, 

saving network bandwidth. Upon receiving a new advertisement about a link state change, a router 

reconstructs a network graph, searches for optimal routes (not necessarily all, but only those affected 

by the change), and adjusts its routing table accordingly. Simultaneously, a router retransmits the 

advertisement to all its nearest neighbors (except for the one from which it received the advertisement). 

With the appearance of a new link or neighbor, a router learns about it from new HELLO messages. 

HELLO messages contain fairly detailed information about a router that sent the message, as well as its 

nearest neighbors, to uniquely identify this router. HELLO messages are sent every 10 seconds to 

increase the speed of router adaptation to changes in a network. The small size of these messages 

enables frequent testing of the state of neighbors and their connections.  

Since routers are one of the vertices of a graph, they must have identifiers. 

OSPF protocol typically uses a metric that takes into account the network's bandwidth. In addition, 

it is possible to use two other metrics that take into account the quality of service requirements for IP-

packet – packet transmission delay and packet transmission reliability in the network. OSPF protocol 

builds a separate routing table for each metric. The choice of the required table depends on the quality 

of service requirements for an input packet. 

Taking into account the features of OSPF algorithm, an improved method of routing fractal-like 

traffic was developed.  

The stages of the proposed method of routing fractal-like traffic with predicting the load on the 

routers to reduce the probability of loss of network packets are: 

Stage 1. OSPF routing protocol is launched. At first, it operates in normal mode, but on each router, 

traffic statistics are accumulated for a certain time interval Tn. 

Stage 2. Based on the obtained traffic statistics for time Tn, the fractal dimension of traffic is 

calculated, and based on it, the probability of packet loss p(d, τ) is predicted in the future on each router. 

Routers exchange their packet loss probability p(d, τ) with others via HELLO messages. 

Stage 3. The predicted packet loss probability is used as an additional metric in SPF routing 

algorithm of OSPF protocol (SPF algorithm uses Dijkstra algorithm to find a shortest path for packet 

transmission). We add the predicted probability of packet loss to the standard path length metric: 

m = k1∙m1+k2∙m2, (22) 

where m1 is the standard metric, m2 is the predicted packet loss probability, and k1 and k2 are weighting 

coefficients, which were set to 1 in this work. The metric m2 = p(d, τ) is determined by formula (21). 

2.2. Computer simulation model of a computer network for testing traffic 
routing methods 

Developed simulation model of a computer network is represented by a fully connected undirected 

weighted graph, in which nodes are routers and edges are network connections between them. The 

weight of edges is the value inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the communication channel. 

Nodes contain queues in which received packets are placed before determining the route for their 

transmission and sending them to next node. Time in the model is represented by discrete iterations. 

Routing is carried out based on an algorithm that needs to be tested on the model.  

 



Developed model includes two operation modes: 

On each iteration, a random amount of traffic packets with random sender and receiver devices is 

generated and routed. 

On the first iteration, a certain amount of traffic packets with random sender and receiver devices is 

generated once, and only their routing is performed on all subsequent iterations. 

The stages of the developed computer simulation model of a computer network are: 

Stage 1. A computer network structure, where nodes are routers, and edges are traffic transmission 

channels, is generated (Fig. 6) based on Barabási-Albert model [33]. 

Stage 2. Checking whether a generated network graph is fully connected. If a generated graph is not 

fully connected, add edges between disconnected components of graph. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Example of a computer network structure generated by developed model 
 

Stage 3. Assigning weights to edges that depend on nodes they connect – the more connections a 

node has, the lower the weight of edge connecting it (and accordingly, the higher the bandwidth of the 

corresponding communication channel). 

Stage 4. Generating traffic packets for transmission. A random number of packets with random 

destinations is sent to each node with a certain probability. A device that received packets puts them in 

its internal queue. A traffic is generated with fractal properties [13]. Traffic generation is based on the 

theory of Markov processes, which is often used to model traffic in various queuing systems [16-20]. 

Stage 5. Testing routing algorithms. An algorithm for routing testing is selected. Traffic packets 

queued in network nodes are serviced using selected routing algorithm. The movement of packets 

through a network is modeled. If a packet does not fit in the queue of a node, it is lost. The model 

calculates all received and lost packets. 

Stage 6. Completion of the model's work. The model stops when it reaches a certain number of 

iterations (for example, 1000 iterations), or if the model is working in the second mode, the stopping 

condition can also be when all queues are empty and all packets are either sent or lost. 

To generate fractal binary traffic, a Markov chain was used, shown in Fig. 1. 

In this work, to simulate network traffic, a binary time series was created, the persistent of which is 

regulated by the probabilities of changing the state to the opposite λ1, λ2 (Fig. 1). 

This generator is characterized by states 0 or 1, and probabilities of being in these states are 

p0=λ2/(λ1+λ2) and p1=λ2/(λ1+λ2), where λi are the probabilities of the corresponding transitions [13]. The 

traffic intensity of such a generator will be in the range of [0, 1] and will be equal to the probability of 

obtaining "1" at the output of the generator: p1.  

The algorithm of such a generator is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7:  Algorithm for generating fractal binary traffic 
 

On developed model, OSPF routing algorithm was tested, which is based on link-state technology 

technology and uses Dijkstra's algorithm to find a shortest path. The obtained results showed the 

performance of developed model. In the future, on developed model, the authors will test the 

improvements of this algorithm. 

2.3. Experimental research of the quality of proposed method of routing 
fractal-like traffic 

2.3.1. Experiment 

A series of experiments were conducted on developed model to determine how the different fractal 

dimensions of traffic affect the probability of packet lost and therefore the quality of service at high 

traffic intensities. Three computer networks were generated, as shown in Fig. 3(a-c), each containing 

30 routers with a queue length of 128 packets. The traffic intensity was set to 0,8, and the fractal 

dimension values used were 1,25, 1,50, and 1,75. The first mode of the model was used, where a random 

number of traffic packets with random sender and receiver devices were generated and routed on each 

iteration. The number of lost traffic packets was calculated over 1000 iterations of model time.  



The results of experiments are presented in Table 1, which shows the average values based on the 

experiments conducted on the networks shown in Fig.8(a-c). 

 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 8: Computer network structures generated for experiment  
 

The results of the experiments are presented in Table 1. Computer networks with 30 routers were 

simulated during the transmission of packets between routers over a period of 1000 units of model time. 

The following abbreviations were used in the table: 

• WM1 – well-known OSPF routing method without predicting router load. 

• WM2 – well-known OSPF routing method using traffic load prediction based on the moving 

average method. 

• PM – proposed method for improving OSPF routing method, using the prediction of the 

probability of network packet loss due to router load based on fractal traffic analysis. 

The fractal dimension varies in the range of (1, 2), and its values can be interpreted as follows: 

• values greater than 1,5 indicate an antipersistent process – any tendency tends to change in 

the opposite direction. The larger the fractal dimension, the stronger the antipersistent. As it 

approaches 1,5, the process becomes more random. 

• value of 1,5 indicates a completely random process. 

• values less than 1,5 indicate a persistent process, which means that it maintains its trend. The 

smaller the fractal dimension, the stronger the trend is maintained. As it approaches 1,5, the process 

becomes more random. 

Analyzing the results of the experiment, the following conclusions can be made: 

• at high network loads, the least packet loss occurs when the traffic is antipersistent, and the 

most occurs when the traffic is random or persistent. 

• at high network loads, the proposed routing method significantly reduces packet loss, with 

significant improvements occurring for random and persistent traffic, and some improvement also 

occurring for antipersistent traffic, although it is not significant. 



Table 1 
Results of a series of experiments to determine the quality of developed method of routing fractal-
like traffic  and compare it with existing methods  with a traffic  intensity of 0,8 

№ 
Fractal 

dimension 

Maximum 
number of 

packets that 
were sent to a 
router from its 
subnet per unit 

of time 

Average number of lost packets per router in network in the series of 
experiments, % 

WM1 WM2 PM 

1 1,75 55 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
2 1,75 60 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
3 1,75 65 66,50100 66,50100 65,33100 
4 1,75 70 66,55133 66,51100 65,41733 
5 1,75 75 66,56100 66,52800 65,49633 
6 1,75 80 66,56533 66,55000 65,57067 
7 1,75 85 66,57800 66,56167 65,64267 
8 1,75 90 66,57867 66,56133 65,69200 
 Average values: 49,91691 49,90162 49,14375 
9 1,50 55 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
10 1,50 60 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
11 1,50 65 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
12 1,50 70 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
13 1,50 75 89,19267 87,13133 33,78667 
14 1,50 80 99,52600 99,44533 94,94133 
15 1,50 85 99,81133 99,78200 98,20633 
16 1,50 90 99,84533 99,82200 98,60000 
 Average values: 48,54691 48,27258 40,69179 
17 1,25 55 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
18 1,25 60 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
19 1,25 65 00,00000 00,00000 00,00000 
20 1,25 70 40,09400 36,29100 03,67200 
21 1,25 75 97,75567 97,31167 77,17200 
22 1,25 80 99,56233 99,49433 95,70900 
23 1,25 85 99,78700 99,75400 97,95233 
24 1,25 90 99,83700 99,81233 98,49200 
 Average values: 54,62950 54,08291 46,62466 

2.3.2. Results 

Analyzing Table 1, the following conclusions can be made. Developed routing method in the 

conducted experiment with the given network parameters reduces the loss of network packets compared 

to the usual OSPF routing method without predicting the router's load: 

• for antipersistent traffic, on average, by 1,03%, and a maximum of 1,17%; 

• for random traffic, on average, by 7,85%, and a maximum of 55,41%; 

• for persistent traffic, on average, by 8,00%, and a maximum of 36,42%. 

And in comparison, with the method that also used load forecasting but by means of a moving 

average, proposed method also shows better results, namely fewer lost packets: 

• for antipersistent traffic, on average by 1,01% and a maximum of 1,17%; 

• for random traffic, on average by 7,58% and a maximum of 53,34%; 

• for persistent traffic, on average by 7,45% and a maximum of 32,61%. 

Also, analyzing Table 1, it can be seen that depending on the network parameters and traffic 

characteristics, the use of the proposed method can reduce network packet loss from 1,01 to 2,57 times. 



2.3.3. Discussions 

The poor results of the known method of load forecasting based on a moving average may be due to 

the fact that it does not take into account the fractal properties of traffic and its fractal dimension. 

Thus, in routing traffic and finding optimal paths for sending IP-packets, it is useful to determine 

and take into account the fractal dimension of traffic at the input of each router and use it to predict the 

probability of packet loss and when calculating metrics to determine the best routes. Therefore, the 

proposed routing method significantly improves the quality of service in a computer network by 

reducing the probability of network packet loss. 

3. Conclusions 

The paper investigates the main principles of traffic routing in computer networks and how the 

fractal dimension of traffic affects the probability of queuing overflow in routers and loss of network 

packets. A computer model of a computer network was developed to test traffic routing algorithms. A 

method based on the theory of complex networks was developed to generate the structure of the 

computer network, while Markov processes and fractal time series were used to generate traffic. A 

method for routing fractal-like traffic with prediction of router congestion was also developed to reduce 

the probability of packet loss. The quality of proposed routing method was studied in a complex 

computer network with fractal traffic using a computer simulation model. 

The results of experiments with proposed method on proposed computer model showed that: 

• under heavy network load, the least lost packets occurred with antipersistent traffic, while the 

most lost packets occurred with random or persistent traffic. 

• proposed routing method significantly reduces packet loss under heavy network load, 

particularly with a decrease of 1,03% on average for antipersistent traffic, 7,85% on average for random 

traffic, and 8,00% on average for persistent traffic compared to the standard OSPF routing algorithm. 

Moreover, depending on the network parameters and traffic characteristics, proposed method can 

reduce network packet losses from 1,01 to 2,57 times. 

Therefore, proposed method of fractal traffic routing with prediction of router congestion can reduce 

the probability of network packet loss and improve the quality of service in a computer network. 
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